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Authorization 
 
 
 
It was after graduation from university, in 1971, that I began work as an engineer-mathematician, in the research and 

development department of a company within the high-technology sector of UK industry.  

In 1975, following full vetting, I was given UK Top Secret (Artificer) security clearance  

Over the next 30 years I worked for 6 leading UK companies, on 14 different major engineering projects. That work 

subsequently included my attendance, as a delegate, at conferences on Net-Centric Warfare, and of being trained in 

advanced Distributed Data Fusion (DDF) techniques 

Toward the latter part of that work I presented details of my research at conferences in England (Brighton), Germany 

(Munich) and Italy (near Lucca, Tuscany). In addition, I had 3 peer-reviewed research papers published by a major 

science-engineering organization (INCOSE, through Wiley, New York) and a book chapter was accepted for publication 

on complex optimization theory (Springer-Verlag, London, 2002). 

In 2003 I took early retirement, and shortly afterward began independent research into the ideologies, formation, and 

functioning of complex social and political groups and organizations. My original, previous work in the modeling of 

behaviour mode dynamics of complex systems – and of the conditions for transitions between behaviour modes, in 

particular – was especially useful, in that regard.  

The results of that work were both self-published, and published in a number of independent outlets (newspaper, 

periodicals). Correspondence and comment, dealing with matters concerning the above subjects, were submitted by 

myself, and published by national newspapers and magazines (including The Times, The Financial Times, The 

Guardian, New Scientist, and The Economist). 

That research quickly evolved into the investigations of political extremism – and, in particular, the relationship between 

extremist political ideology and possible malfeasance within UK State agencies (i.e. of the complicity within the UK State 

in the covert manipulation of extreme social-cultural change). 

This work has therefore included the development and use of techniques specifically for analyzing and understanding 

complex socio-political phenomena – where such phenomena is driven by the concealed malfeasance of ideological, 

dictatorial subgroups (and, especially, sub-groups embedded within the State apparatus). This has special importance 

where such malfeasance is manifest as a group psychopathy. 

Hence, reports such as this document. 

 

Anthony Shell October 2020 
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Report 

It sometimes happens that an investigation into a particular person, group, or incident can go into a totally 

unexpected direction – giving insights into a very much more serious and sinister problem. This report 

provides an important example of that investigatory process. 

________________ 

The first reports on the creation and purported intentions of THE BASE appeared in a report by VICE 

News, on the 21st November 2018 – identifying, in particular, the supposed founder and leader of that 

extremist group as a US citizen named Norman SPEAR. It is reported that THE BASE had been formed in 

the United States in the early part of that same year (i.e. early 2018).  

THE BASE subsequently became connected to numerous extreme acts of racist terrorism (including 

murder), as well as to the activities of other ‘white supremacist’ movements – including the Traditionalist 

Workers Party (North America), AtomWaffen (North America, UK), National Action (UK), Sonnenkreig 

Division (UK), and the IronMarch.org forum (North America, UK, Europe, Australia, and New Zealand). 

VICE claimed this to be yet another example of the rapid growth of a white supremacist, anti-Semitic, anti-

black, neo-Nazi, murderously terrorist sub-culture, emerging from within (and intrinsic to) the white people 

of the USA – and being directed by the same white racist sub-culture from within the Russia Federation. 1  

By early 2020 a number of other UK media outlets (including the BBC and The Guardian) had published 

their own ‘exposés’ on THE BASE by identifying its US-born founder as Rinaldo NAZZARO (aka Norman 

SPEAR) – and again emphasizing the extreme hard right, ‘white supremacist’ ideology of that group. 2  

That apparent identification of Norman SPEAR, as Rinaldo NAZZARO, was based upon a ‘paper-trail’ of 

legal documents purportedly relating to the purchase, by Rinaldo NAZZARO, of land (as a supposedly 

‘white survivalist’ / military training camp) in a remote region of Washington State, in the US northwest.  

Therefore, as might be expected, such reports included allegations that the creation and activities of THE 

BASE were directly connected to the political culture that had emerged from Russia, and was being 

vigorously promoted by ‘the Russians’. This is consistent with the US State (State Department / Hilary 

Clinton) narrative, from circa 2009 onwards, that Russia was the ‘new Third Reich’, and that Vladimir 

PUTIN was the ‘new Adolf HITLER’ (see, also, later comments). 

However, my own enquiries (into the origins of THE BASE) reveal information contrary to that narrative. 

                                                
1 ‘Neo-Nazis Are Organizing Secretive Paramilitary Training Across America’, by Ben Makuch and Mack Lamoureux, VICE 
News, 21st November 2018 
2 For example: ‘Revealed: the true identity of the leader of an American neo-Nazi terror group’, Jason Wilson, The Guardian, 24th 
January 2020; and ‘Neo-Nazi Militant Groom Teenagers’, David De Simone and Ali Winton, BBC News, 22nd July 2020 
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In circa 1996, Rinaldo NAZZARO had entered The National Defense University (NDU) – a specialist US 

military training and research establishment, situated within central Washington DC. In particular, he was 

positioned within the University’s own Institute for National Strategic Studies (INSS).  

In that capacity, NAZZARO was involved in the preparation of detailed military assessments of actual or 

potential conflicts around the World – reports that were to be used by CIA analysis experts (in Langley and 

Chantilly, especially) and CIA field operatives (worldwide), as essential briefing material. It was a process 

that formed a part of the US military intelligence ‘strategic foresight’ programme. 

A study produced by the NDU/INSS in 1998, for which Rinaldo (Ron) NAZZARO did the background 

research (and the graphics), included plaudits and recommendations regarding the joint use of the FBI / 

US military personnel against civilians – especially civilians “who want to limit the powers of the Federal 

Government and those who want the military to concentrate on traditional war-fighting.” 3 

In 1998-1999 Rinaldo NAZZARO was granted a one year internment at the highly prestigious, and 

politically very influential, Washington-based, National Defense Council Foundation (NDCF). 4 5 

At that time, the NCDF described its work and its purpose in these terms: “NDCF interns have gone on to 

careers on Capitol Hill, the Central Intelligence Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency, the Department 

of Defense, the U.S. Armed Forces, major Defense Contracting / Research and Analysis firms, and 

several other high profile agencies in the Nation’s capital.” 

Clearly the NCDF considered itself to be (and was considered by many others) as an organization that 

provided young men and women with a career path into the US Military / Intelligences services. 

It is important to note (especially in regard to matters concerning FBI political agenda, policy, practice and 

operational methods) that concerns were already being raised in regard to evidence of US Government 

agencies engaging in the encouragement, manipulation and entrapment of individuals into becoming a 

part of the emergence and growth of a murderously violent, far-right movement in the USA. 6 

It is believed (based on retrieved, documented evidence) that NAZZARO became a CIA field officer shortly 

after 1999 – and, he was subsequently deployed (on attachment, as part of Operation Enduring Freedom) 

to US Special Forces in Afghanistan, following the terrorism attacks in New York and Washington on the 

11th September 2001 and to Iraq (as part of Operation Iraqi Freedom) in 2003. 

The evidence is that Rinaldo NAZZARO served in Afghanistan from circa 2001-2003 as a senior CIA 

intelligence officer attached to the 2nd Battalion, 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (SOAR, a 

largely helicopter-deployed military unit), out of Fort Campbell, in Kentucky USA. In that capacity, 
                                                
3 As per: ‘1998 Strategic Assessment, Engaging Power for Peace’, The National Defense University, Institute for National Strategic 
Studies, Washington DC, 1998. See, in particular, ‘Non-State Threats’, page 214. 
4 See, for example: ‘Marijuana Canard’, Op. Ed., F. Andy Messing and Ronald NAZZARO, The National Defense Council 
Foundation, 5th March 1999 
5 One-year internships at the NDCF ran from mid-January to mid-December (including throughout the summer). 
6 ‘Poison in a nest of Vipers’ U.S. agents are infiltrating right-wing militia in a bid to stop terrorism. But are they pushing the groups 
into violence?’ Toronto Star, 2nd June 1997 
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NAZZARO’s primary roll appears to have been to monitor, measure and help apply PSYOP activities in 

terms of a ‘hearts and minds’ propaganda campaign, targeting the civilian population of Afghanistan. This 

refers specifically to the use of Special Force Group (SFG) members in that process.  

Most notably, the 160th SOAR, gained a particular reputation for its involvement in daring rescue 

operations (especially of civilians) in Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria, the transportation of VIPs (both military 

and civilian) between various bases and ‘theatres of operation’, and also (I have good reasons to believe) 

of the transportation of Afghan and Iraqi prisoners for interview/interrogation purposes. 7  

In 2003 Rinaldo NARRAZO bought a small, 1-bedroom flat in Arlington, Virginia – just two miles from both 

the Pentagon and Georgetown University, and eight miles from CIA Headquarters at Langley. 8 It was also 

in 2003 that NAZZARO became temporarily engaged to a young woman employed as a Special Forces 

psychological operations specialist (PSYOPS) at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. 

Some four years later – on the 27th November 2007 – Rinaldo NAZZARRO purchased a luxury 1-room 

apartment (a ‘bed-sit’, of approximately 20 x 20 feet) situated on the 2nd floor of the prestigious Jade NYC 

Building, in the Flatiron district of Manhattan, New York City. 9 10 

At this point it is necessary (by way of example) to provide some background into the contemporaneous 

situation within the USA in regard to the close collaboration between US military intelligence (CIA, DIA), 

the US educational establishment (especially senior university staff) and the US business sector. 

By this time (i.e. circa 2007) the US DoD/CIA had established their ‘In-Q-Tel’ programme, for the purpose 

of extending collaboration between US military intelligence and US-owned/based IT companies – in the 

development and application of cyber-warfare technology to include (in particular) an offensive capability in 

both the military and civilian (public) domains, both overseas and domestically (within the USA). 11  

It was partly to support such work that the Code CAGE certification process was developed by the US 

Department of Defense. This provided commercial enterprises (including IT companies) with the 

necessary accreditation to do business with the US military, and with associated Government agencies. 

In circa 2009-2010 Rinaldo NAZZARO formed Omega Solutions International LLC (OSI). Ostensibly, the 

primary purpose of OSI was to create a private organization of former US military staff experienced in 

psychological warfare (propaganda, influence and control techniques), infiltration, insurrection, sabotage, 

hostage rescue, intelligence gathering, interrogation techniques, cyber-warfare and counter-intelligence.  
                                                
7 It also appears that one of his (and his SFG Unit’s) tasks was to gather historic intelligence on Russia’s war-fighting strategies and 
capabilities, obtained from both former (veteran) Afghan military personal and from civilians in regard to the USSR’s military 
intervention in Afghanistan in the 1980s. This will have almost certainly included obtaining information on the efficacy of the hand-
held, Stinger ground-to-air missiles, supplied by the US to the US/Saudi-created Al Qaida forces, for use against Russian aircraft. It 
is understood that SFG/SOAR units (or their contemporary equivalents) have undertaken similar tasks in relation to their 
deployment in Syria. 
8 Apartment 509, 1600 N Oak Street, Court House, Langley Virginia. 
9 Apartment 4A, 16 West 19 Street, Manhattan, New York 
10 At a purchase price of $595,676. 
11 ‘Partnering With Private Networks: The DoD Needs a Reserve Cyber Corps’, by Dennis P Dias, Defense Leadership and 
Management Program, USAWC Class of 2008, US Army War College, Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania, USA 
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Therefore the OSI was (presumably) intended to provide deniable/cut-out services to US Government 

agencies, for conducting clandestine internal (US) and external (overseas, especially Russia-centric) 

operations. And to that end, OSI was granted Code CAGE accreditation, in June 2010. 

The OSI was run from an HQ in the Chelsea district in Manhattan, within walking distance of both 

NAZZARO’s Flatiron district apartment, and the OSI ‘virtual office’ next to Madison Square Gardens. 12  

That New York OSI HQ had the appearance (from the street) of being a modestly sized private (rented) 

apartment. That was very deceptive. In fact it was of relatively large size – consisting of: a large office 

space; a large dining/kitchen area; 5 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. Notably, postal mail, faxes, and voice 

mail were all picked up from the ‘virtual office’, approximately 2 miles from that OSI HQ.  

This was far from being a low-cost operation – just the rental charges alone, for that Chelsea HQ, were in 

excess of $100,000 per year (at today’s prices, and on top of that there would have been local taxes, 

maintenance charges, equipment hire and servicing costs, staff costs, and sundry expenses). 

It has to be born in mind that all of this occurred a little over a year after Hilary CLINTON had become the 

US Secretary of State, and of the US State Department became involved in (and was directing) the 

attempts at destabilization and ‘regime-change’ activities in countries such as Belarus and Russia. 13 

On the 14th July 2012 NAZZARO married a young Russian woman named Lyudmila SERGEYEVA. 

Lyudmila SERGEYEVA had grown up in the Komi Republic, in the north-central region of The Russian 

Federation. After graduating with a teaching degree from the Syktyvkar College in 2001, she spent the 

next five years studying foreign languages (English and French) at the Komi State University – graduating 

with a BA Degree in 2006. She subsequently moved to the USA (New York City) where she worked at the 

Altour Travel Agency and as a Senior Teller at the Chase Bank (Manhatten). 

In 2011 Lyudmila obtained an accounting degree at Baruch College, Manhatten. Undoubtedly such 

qualifications would have been very useful in regard to her subsequent work as the business manager at 

the OSI LLC headquarter in New York City. 

The anti-Russia organization The Interpreter (magazine) was formed in February 2013. This organization 

appears to be a subsidiary of The Atlantic Council, in Washington DC (see later). 14  

On the 20th September 2013 Rinaldo NAZZARO bought a $0.8million, high-class ‘tony’ apartment, in the 

prestigious Georgetown district of Washington DC. 15 16 Notably, the apartment was situated just one-

quarter-mile from Georgetown University (little more than a leisurely 8-minute walk, for NAZZARO). 

                                                
12 At 263 W 30th Street, Chelsea District, Manhattan, New York City. 
13 Hilary Rodham Clinton (HRC) was to serve as US Secretary of State from the 21st January 2009 until the 1st February 2013 
14 Although the interpretermag.com website was not registered until the 1st May 2013 
15 At 3246 N St. NW suite #3a, Georgetown, Washington DC 
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Rinaldo and Lyudmila NAZZARO therefore became the immediate neighbours of Marc and Nancy 

DUBER, who had brought the adjacent (connected), $4million, luxury townhouse two months previously. 17  

Marc DUBER has been connected to following Washington-based organizations: The American University 

(Washington) as Chairman of The Board of Trustees; the National Holocaust Memorial Museum in central 

Washington (as a major advocate and beneficiary); the Hillel International organization (a pro-Israel, 

Jewish identity movement, active within the US student population); and B’nai Tzedek (the ‘sons of 

righteousness’, a highly regarded and much lauded charity organization). 

It is entirely plausible to believe that the NAZZAROs would have become well acquainted with the 

DUBERs – they effectively shared the same building and the same front parking-area/driveway. And they 

had both moved into that particular Georgetown location at almost exactly the same time. Undoubtedly, a 

young professional man, with a very pretty new (Russian) wife, would have aroused considerable local 

interest (notably, it is also very likely that Lyudmila was heavily pregnant with their first child, at that time). 

Given those circumstances, it is difficult not to conclude both Rinaldo NAZZARO and his young wife will 

have been quickly drawn into (and, presumably, fully and warmly accepted by) ‘Georgetown society’.  

That ‘Georgetown society’ will undoubtedly have included Dr. Amy ZALMAN, and her partner Jonathan 

CLARKE, both of whom moved into the nearby Georgetown neighbourhood on the 19th June 2013 (i.e. just 

3 months before the NAZZARO’s first appearance in that particular area of Washington DC). 18 

Both Dr. ZALMAN and Mr. CLARKE had, by then, become very senior and influential persons within the 

top levels of the US military/intelligence/political establishment (and, most especially, within the 

Washington DC area). Dr. Amy ZALMAN was to subsequently take up the prestigious position of Adjunct 

Professor of Strategic Foresight, at Georgetown University. 

Notably, Dr.ZALMAN had been working for, or in collaboration with, various US Government and 

international agencies, including: US Congress, US Department of State (under Hilary Clinton); US Office 

of The Secretary of State; NATO; US Army War College (Washington DC); National Intelligence University 

(Proteus USA); US Special Operations Command (SOCOM, Tampa, USA); and SAIC (Leidos).  

Dr. Amy ZALMAN’s partner (Jonathan CLARKE) is reportedly a former Senior British Intelligence Officer 

(based in Washington) and a member of the Washington-based CATO Institute. 

In this regard (in the context of the proximity In place, time and professional career interests and 

experiences of Dr. Amy ZALMAN and Rinaldo NAZZARO) – including NAZZARO’s subsequent comments 

regarding the ideologies, motivations, and the efficacy of ‘lone wolf’ terrorism – there is this very significant 

comment from Dr.ZALMAN, just 4 months after her moving to Georgetown: “Or the case of Anders Breivik, 

                                                                                                                                          
16 The OSI webpage continued to use the Manhattan ‘virtual office’ phone number as the contact point (i.e. for voicemail, text and 
fax ‘pick-ups’). 
17 At 3248 N St. NW, Georgetown, Washington DC, purchased on the 1st August 2013, at a price of $4.16million 
18 At: 1667 34th St. NW, Georgetown, Washington DC (for 6 years – until 2019) 
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who as you know, was motivated by a complicated ideological cocktail of Islamophobia, anti-feminism and 

a self-styled version of Zionism, when he murdered 77 people in Oslo several years ago.” 19 

Such an assessment (originating from within the top ranks of the US and European intelligence 

community) would have been used (within that community) to explain Anders BEHRING BREIVIKS 

seemingly inexplicable choice of targets (especially on the island of Utøya).  

However (if made public) it would also have done much to undermine the narrative promulgated by State 

agencies, global corporate media, academia, and political activist groups – and by BREIVIK himself – 

regarding BREIVIK supposedly being a neo-Nazi, white ethno-nationalist, and anti-Semite. Powerful State 

and corporate agencies have attempted to permanently remove from the global (electronic) record any 

mention of that National War College conference presentation, containing those particular comments by 

Dr. Amy ZALMAN. Fortunately (for us), they were unsuccessful. 

In his ‘anonymous’ postings Anders BEHRING BREIVIK displayed: (a) a particular obsession with 

detecting any indications of anti-Semitism within Europe; and (b) a particular preoccupation with 

developing his utter contempt for England and for Russia – and for the peoples of those two countries. 

It is important to note that BEHRING BREIVIK only decided to commit his murderous attacks, in Oslo and 

Utøya, some 4 months beforehand (in circa April/May 2011). A month prior to that decision, he had 

attempted to use his ‘entrapment’ blog to solicit support for an appallingly extreme, anti-Semitic narrative – 

in particular, that Zionists deserved “gassing”. BEHRING BREIVIK did so, in such a way as to make it 

possible for the personal details of those who engaged with that narrative (in any way, whatsoever) to be 

made accessible to some particular Washington-based research groups: The Center for Strategic 

International Studies (CSIS); The CATO Institute (re. Andrei ILLANONOV); The Jamestown Foundation 

(TJF); The Center for Security Policy (CSP); The Investigative Project on Terrorism (IPT); and The Middle 

East Media Research Institute (MEMRI).  20 21 

However, the responses Anders BEHRING BREIVIK received (to his ‘entrapment’ blog) were of utter 

bewilderment and revulsion to the readers of his blog posts. His plan was obviously not working. This, 

therefore appears to have been a turning point for BEHRING BREIVIK – and hence his decision to 

assassinate the pro-Palestinian Prime Minister, former Prime Minister, and Foreign Secretary of Norway 

(Jens Stoltenberg, Gro Harlem Brundtland, and Jonas Gaht Støre), and to gun-down as many young, UAF 

teenage Norwegians as possible, attending the pro-Palestinian BDS rally on the island of Utøya. 

Therefore, the significance of these matters (concerning the inclusion of Anders BEHRING BREIVIK into a 

particular investigation of Rinaldo NAZZARO and THE BASE) is in regard to these matters: (1) the 

                                                
19 Source: ‘National Strategy in a Maturing Information Age’, by Dr. Amy Zalman, US DoD National War College, Washington 
DC, keynote presentation to The Swedish Defence College, 21st October 2013. 
20 Personal details will have included (but not necessarily limited to): IP address, locality; computer and OS type; Internet browsing 
history; and online comments 
21 Other, non-Washington research groups included: STRATFOR (Austin, Texas0; The Middle East Forum (MEF, Philadelphia); 
Ariel Centre for Policy Research (ACPR, Israel); Axis Information and Analysis (AIA); The Center for Security Policy (CSP, New 
Delhi, India); and The International Strategic Studies Association (ISSA). 
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malevolent fabrication of a narrative by powerful agencies, exploiting the influence of both the Internet 

Industry and State-endorsed political organizations; and (2) the extent to which attempts to ‘disappear’ or 

alter data requires the input from such powerful State agencies and private affiliated groups gives 

important insights into an ultimate intended purpose. 

The irony of all of this being, of course, the frequency with which Anders BEHRING BREIVIK has been 

(and continues to be) listed by such ‘bad actors’ as a source of both ideological and terrorist inspiration for 

such ostentatiously hard-right, ‘white supremacist’, anti-Semitic, neo-Nazi groups such as THE BASE. 

So, what then of the NAZZAROs? What, then, of events after 2013? 

In the period 2013 to 2014 the US intelligence agencies became greatly concerned at the growing efficacy 

of Russian groups on the Internet in combatting US propaganda, regarding events within Europe 

(especially in Ukraine and Crimea). This was especially so, regarding media groups such as the Internet 

Research Agency (IRA) based in St. Petersburg. The IRA had, in that time period (late 2013 to early 2014) 

started to produce English Language content for a more international (and rapidly growing) audience. 22 23 

It was partly as a result of such developments that there was, at that time, a rapid increase in US 

intelligence capabilities – with an emphasis on aggressive, offensive cyber operations against Russia.  

Hence, there was to be a massive increase in the capabilities of such military/intelligence sites, such as at 

the following locations: US National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA, Fort Belvoir, VA); US Army 

Cyber Command (ARCyber, Fort Belvoir, VA); the FBI Terrorism Task Force (Quantico, VA);  and the Joint 

Use Intelligence Facility (JUIF at Rivanna Station, Charlottesville, VA). 

Rinaldo and Lyudmila NAZZARO placed their New York apartment on the market on the 22nd April 2014.  

It is therefore noted that, by this time, the NAZZAROs had a property portfolio (the apartment in New York, 

and the apartment in Washington) with a net value of approximately $1.5million. 

However, there was to be a rather interesting new development. 

The NAZZARO’s Washington apartment was put on the market on the 9th July 2014. And just two days 

later, on the 11th July 2014, their New York apartment was also sold. 24 This was therefore little more than 

10 months after they had first moved to Washington DC. 

The NAZZAROs received a provisional offer for their Washington apartment on the 19th July 2014. The 

sale was finally (belatedly) completed on the 30th December – with the new resident being listed as Martha 

Ann KIRCHNER-COURT (who was moving from the nearby Foggy Bottom/GWU area of Washington). 25 

                                                
22 ‘The IRA, Social Media and Political Polarization in The United States, 2012-2018’, [University of Oxford]: Philip N. Howard, 
Bharath Ganesh and Dimitra Liotsiou, [Graphika]: John Kelly, Camille François, Computational Research Project, 2020 
23 The Internet Research Agency (St. Petersburg) was originally formed in 2009 – for an almost solely Russian audience 
24 At a sale price of $749,000 
25 At a sale price of $729,000. The sale was contractually made on the 12th December 2014, and completed on the 30th December. 
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The obvious question therefore has to be – where had the NAZZAROs moved to, and what work was 

Rinaldo NAZZARO actually engaged in? To address that question, the following matters are noted. 

Just 10 months prior to the NAZZAROs moving to Washington (i.e. in late September 2011) the new HQ of 

the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) had become operational. This NGA HQ was located 

within the Fort Belvoir North / Springfield area of Virginia, some 30 miles to the south of Washington DC. 

The NGA was effectively a component part, within that locality, of a triplet of US military agencies – the 

NGA (North Fort Belvoir), the Army Cyber Command (ARCYBER, Fort Belvoir), and the Army Air 

Operations Group, 12th Aviation Battalion at nearby DAVISON airfield.  

The NGA was (then) conducting an intense recruitment campaign so as to fill its senior staff positions at its 

new HQ facilities – especially of persons from the private sector (preferably with a military service record) 

who were experienced in techniques of cyber defence/offence and network/threat analysis techniques. 

This was also at a time when: (a) the political narrative of Russia being the primary threat was being 

established within US State agencies; and (b) it had been decided that there would be much closer 

collaboration between State intelligence analysts, intelligence-gathering field operatives (covert 

surveillance), and ‘counter-insurgency’ (disruption, discrediting) operations.  

On the 3rd October 2014 Robert CARDILLO was appointed to the position of Director of Analysis and 

Production at the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA, Fort Belvoir, VA) – and serving in that 

position until the 7th February 2019. Less than one year later (in 2015) Robert CARDILLO was made a 

Distinguished Fellow of Security and Emerging Technology at Georgetown University – demonstrating (yet 

again) the very close symbiosis between the top-level US academia establishments and the US 

intelligence services, in the Washington DC area. 26 

The US Army DAVISON Army Airfield base has been established as the home of the Army Air Operations 

Group, 12th Aviation Battalion – operating 18 Black Hawk (UH/VH-60) transport helicopters (with the 8 VH-

60s being used in a special VIP transport configuration), and 8 UH-72A helicopters. In the past few years 

there has been considerable controversy concerning helicopter-born secret surveillance operations, 

specifically targeting the National Capital Region (NCR) – i.e. all within approximately 100miles of 

Washington DC.  27 

Much of the assigned (Top Secret) work, at these US military intelligence sites (NGA, ARCYBER, JUIAF, 

et al) has involved the use of computer/IT-based analytical tools, such as PALANTIR, for the purpose of 

targeted ‘Biometrics Collection’, ‘Watch-listing’, and ‘Identity Intelligence’ – for (for example) the highly 

classified Biometrics Intelligence Project (BIP) and the Identity Dominance Program (IDP). Those 

                                                
26  By this time (2014) the Joint Use Intelligence Analysis Facility (JUIAF) at Rivanna Station, Charlottesville – situated 
approximately 120 miles south west of Washington DC, and which had been operational for some 3 years – was in a process of 
rapid and extensive expansion. The JUIAF was therefore engaged in a major recruitment programme, concentrating on inducting 
people with US military service history (especially service in support of overseas special forces theatres of operation) and who had 
been trained in intelligence techniques. The JUIAF became widely referred to as “The Base” by the local people in and around 
Charlottesville. The JUIAF is seen as an ancillary to the Fort Belvoir complex (NGA, ARCyber and DAVISON airfield), and also 
as working in close collaboration with other US Defense agencies, including the CIA, the DIA, the NSA, the FBI, and the US State 
Department. 
27 ‘US military conducting classified operation in Washington D.C. area’, by E P Milligan, 31st July 2019, source: www.wsws.org 
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techniques were refined to provide a ‘behaviour analysis, and influence and control’ capabilities, based 

upon corporate/business work in ‘group sentiment analysis, and control’ – control of the civilian population. 

Despite the fact that the NAZZAROs had put their Washington apartment up for sale, it is clear that the 

intention was that they would be staying (and working) within the Washington DC / Virginia / Maryland 

area. On the 16th October 2014, just 10 months after the NAZZAROs sold their Washington/Georgetown 

apartment, Rinaldo NAZZARO’s OSI was re-registered as an incorporated company, in Washington DC. 28 
29 At the same time two OSI ‘virtual offices’ were both located within the centre of Washington DC. 30 31 32  

The main OSI Washington DC ‘virtual office’ was in an office block on N Street (with access to conference 

suits, and rented office space). It was just a couple of hundred yards from both the Washington HQ office 

of the anti-Russia The Atlantic Council (accessible via a secure back-alley access route) at the highly 

prestigious 1030 Fifteenth Building (top 3 floors, covering some 47,000 square feet of floor space), and the 

Washington HQ office of the anti-Russia The Jamestown Foundation at 1111 16th NW (suite #320, third 

floor). 33 The Jamestown Foundation office is situated on the third floor of an office block, immediately 

overlooking the Russian Ambassador’s official residence. 34 The other ‘virtual offices’ used by Rinaldo 

NAZZARO (OSI) was in G Street NW – and was just 50 yards from the Washington HQ ‘virtual’ office of 

the politically-orientated FBI Intelligence Association Inc. on F Street NW (also accessible via a secure 

back-alley route).  

In early December 2014 an article was published in the Washington-based Georgetown University 

Security Studies Review (GSSR): ‘Using Hate Sites to Counter White Separatist Terrorism in the US’. 35  

The author of that GSSR article, Joshua FORGET, included (in that article) the following opinion: “In the 

wake of President Obama’s immigration decision, the feasibility of a white separatist terrorist attack being 

carried out on US soil may increase. This will require a refocusing of the FBI, DHS, and law enforcement 

on the white separatist terror threat. Using the robust white separatist Internet presence to collect and 

analyze intelligence on a largely localized movement is a vital component in the counterterrorism effort.” 36 

Notably, Joshua FORGET went on to say: “First, hate websites are a gold mine of open source 

intelligence. Even as an unregistered user, one can gather information on everything from ideological 

                                                
28 * verified date * 
29 It is important to note (that importance being explored later in this article) that the far-right North West Front (based Washington 
State, on the Pacific coast of the USA) published its ‘manifesto’ in mid-2014. 
30 At: (1) 1629 K Street NW Suite 300, Washington DC; and (2) 1325 G Street NW Suite 500, PMB #850, Washington DC 
31 It appears that on the 2nd November 2014 the rental agreement on the OSI office in New York was allowed to run out. 
32 It is not known whether if the OSI operation (in New York City) continued after Rinaldo NAZZARO (and family) relocated to 
Washington. Given the continued use of the ‘virtual office’, the suspicion is that that was, indeed, the case – albeit from a different 
location. Most certainly interest in Russian affairs would have continued unabated. 
33 There was also a second, nearby, office of The Jamestown Foundation, at 1310 L St. NW (suite #810) 
34 Notably, in April 2020 The Jamestown Foundation was to be listed, by the Russian Government, as an “undesirable 
organization” (not welcome within Russia). 
35 ‘Using Hate Sites to Counter White Separatist Terrorism in the US’, by Joshua Forget, Georgetown Security Studies Research 
(GSSR), Georgetown University, 7th December 2014. 
36 The inclusion of the FBI, in that process, is seen as highly significant. 
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trends to the dates and locations of white power gatherings. A registered user can gain even further 

access to password-protected discussions by establishing trust with the more serious users, like this man 

did. Second, the forums provide a gateway for special agents and police officers to infiltrate white 

separatist organizations by establishing and maintaining a credible persona online.” 37 

However the appearance of that particular article, at that particular time, is seen to be of special relevance 

in regard to the subject matter of this report – not least in the advancement of the apparent advocacy for 

the use of the infiltration of ‘target’ Internet social forums to gather information (and potentially to influence) 

the participants in such forums. Needless to say, it is a relatively small step to go from such activities to 

that of creating extremist Internet social discourse, for the purpose of the entrapment of otherwise lawfully-

abiding individuals into criminality (a procedure not unknown to the FBI) – and also of potentially helping to 

create extremist (i.e. racist, supremacist) social subgroups that will have not have otherwise existed.  

The article was therefore most strange for a number of reasons, including: (1) the incongruent nature of 

the subject matter compared to other articles within the GSSR research output; and, most importantly, (2) 

that the reference to “this man” (an ‘infiltrator’ of on-line forums) appears to have been to Allen WEINER, 

the founder and director/editor of the highly-influential Daily Dot (The Kernel) on-line magazine. Some 10 

months previously the Daily Dot had published an article that was, in effect, a ‘hit piece’ on the NSA 

whistle-blower Edward SNOWDEN. 38  That article was clearly intended to warn-off potential 

whistleblowers, then working within the US Government intelligence/surveillance agencies. 

The perceived importance of the adjacency of Rinaldo NAZZARO’s Washington office, to the HQ of The 

Atlantic Council, requires (in particular) some detailed explanation. Intercepted email communications 

have provided some insights into the powerful individuals and institutions (State and NGOs) that The 

Atlantic Council was actually working with, at around this time (i.e. circa 2014-2015). 39 

This concerns the ‘RBF/AC Process’ – referring to the Rockefeller Brothers Fund / Atlantic Council 

interactions with the OBAMA/BIDEN/CLINTON administration (from 2008 – 2016). 40 

This was a ‘process’ that brought together that particular administration, and RBF/AC leaders, to include 

(amongst many others) the following powerful politicians, financiers, and social ‘influencers’: John 

PODESTA; Tony PODESTA; Jake SULLIVAN; Huma ABEDIN; and Tom NIDES. 

John PODESTA was President Bill CLINTONS Chief of Staff in 1998-2001. He served as a Counselor to 

President OBAMA in 2014-2015, and in the following year (2016) he became the Chairman of Hilary 

CLINTON’s presidential Campaign.  His brother, Tony PODESTA was (at that time) running the PODESTA 

GROUP – a very powerful lobbyist organization in Washington, which has also been linked to activities 

within Ukraine. Notably, he has also been connected to Georgetown University (from 2012, onwards). 

                                                
37 Infiltration by DHS and FBI agent provocateurs and ‘entrapment’ specialists 
38 ‘Advice for aspiring Edward Snowdens’, by Greg Stevens, Daily Dot / The Kernel on-line magazine, 14th February 2014 
39 Downloaded from Wikileaks 
40 As shown, for example, in the Wikileaks ‘Podesta emails’ such as: (1) ‘Fwd: Hilary Rodham Clinton’, Stuart Eizenstat to John 
Podesta; (2) ‘Fwd: RBF/AC process for the visit’, John Podesta to Atlantic Council recipients; and (3) ‘Re: Iran Nuclear Deal’, 
Stuart Eizenstat to Jake Sullivan, John Podesta, Huma Abedin, and Tom Nides. 
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Jake SULLIVAN was Foreign Policy Advisor to Secretary of State Hilary Clinton. Huma ABEDIN worked 

for the Clinton Foundation and was Vice-Chairperson for the Hilary CLINTON 2015 Campaign. Tom 

NIDES was previously Deputy Secretary of State for Management and Resources (from January 2011) 

under OBAMA, and Deputy Washington Bureau Chief for Morgan Stanley. In early 2016 Tom NIDES was 

under consideration for the position of White House Chief of Staff, under Hilary CLINTON. 

In terms of Atlantic Council representation, there is to be found the following: Frederick KEMPE (AC 

President and Chief Executive,): Damon WILSON (AC Executive Vice President, US-Ukraine Business 

Council member); Stephen HEINZ (AC member, and President and CEO of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund 

/ RFB); and Stuart EIZENSTAT (AC Board Director and AC Executive Committee member). 

This is, of course, ‘by the way’ – it is only a very small sample of the very many highly influential people in 

the US Government (and Government agencies) to which The Atlantic Council (AC) has had direct access. 

In January 2017 a ‘cooperative agreement’ was signed between the Atlantic Council and the Ukrainian 

energy company BURISMA. 41 

The context for the NAZZARO’s move to the Washington DC area is therefore seen as especially crucial. 

This occurred just a year prior to the US State Department inspired Euro-Maidan coupe in Ukraine (in 

February 2014), and (in the immediate aftermath) the annexation of Crimea by Russia in March 2014 and 

the subsequent civil war in Ukraine, with the increasing (and potentially confrontational) involvement of 

both the US and Russian military (Special Forces). 42 

Even immediately after Russia annexed Crimea, commentators noted the stupid and highly dangerous 

strategy of that Washington political/military/industrial/academia/media cabal. 43 Just five months after that 

annexation (following the plebiscite in Crimea), journalist Christopher Booker noted: “For months the West 

has been demonising President Putin, with figures such as the Prince of Wales and Hillary Clinton 

comparing him with Hitler, oblivious to the fact that what set this crisis in motion were those recklessly 

provocative moves to absorb Ukraine into the EU. … There was never any way that this drive to suck the 

original cradle of Russian identity into the Brussels empire was not going to provoke Moscow to react – not 

least due to the prospect that its only warm-water ports, in Crimea, might soon be taken over by Nato.” 44 

Those “provocative moves”, originating in Washington DC, therefore has to be seen in a historical context. 

The stupid conceit behind the Washington anti-Russia ‘Crimea strategy’ was, of course, obvious to any 

politically astute person: “Putin, whatever his failings, is not an ideologue. Although passionate in his views 

and loud in his condemnation of the failings of other states, he remains rational and pragmatic. He was 

well aware that the US lured the Soviet Union into the quagmire, precipitating its collapse. The architect of 

                                                
41 From a Burisma press release, 19th January 2017 
42 Recommended source: ‘Frontline Ukraine – Crisis in the Borderlands’, by Richard Sakwa, I. B. Tauris & Co. Ltd., London/New 
York, 2016 
43 ‘Getting Ukraine Wrong’, by JOHN J. MEARSHEIMER, The New York Times, MARCH 13, 2014 
44 ‘Fresh evidence of how the West lured Ukraine into its orbit’, by Christopher Booker, The Telegraph, 09 Aug 2014, downloaded 
10th August 2014 
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that strategy was Zbigniew BRZEZINSKI, who even before the Soviet invasion of December 1979 had 

talked President CARTER into arming the mujahideen.”  

Analysis shows that a major part of the strategic response of the US Government (Obama/Biden/Clinton) 

included giving assistance to the creation (circa 2013-2014) of neo-Nazi militia elements within the 

Ukrainian National Guard (i.e. the AZOV Battalion and its political recruitment arm, The Misanthropic 

Division). This was done for two specific reasons: (1) to help exacerbate conflict between the ethnic 

Russians and ethnic Ukrainians in eastern Ukraine, and hence to incite a major military intervention from 

Russia into that particular region; and (2) to put ‘leverage’ on the Ukraine Government to adopt hyper-

liberal policies (of ‘open-borders’, mass immigration, multiculturalism, diversity, et cetera). 

Notably, in April 2015 some 300 US ‘trainers’ (i.e. US military Special Forces) were moved into the city of 

Lviv, in the far west region of Ukraine, to train the Ukrainian National Guard. 45 

So, what of other matters relating to Rinaldo NAZZARO’s (and his family’s) move to the Washington DC 

area (Georgetown) – and the presumed, subsequent relocation of the NAZZAROs to a locality outside of 

the Capitol (i.e. Virginia and/or Maryland)? 

The extraordinarily close proximity of Rinaldo NAZZARO’s new family home in Washington DC to 

Georgetown University is seen as especially significant – given that that university is home to the highly 

influential Georgetown University Center for Security Studies (CSS), under the leadership of the much 

renowned (and much lauded) Professor Bruce HOFFMAN. 

Dr. HOFFMAN has previously worked for The RAND Corporation (a company closely connected to the 

CIA), for The Council of Foreign Relations (CFR), the Washington-based Jamestown Foundation, and 

(most notably, in the context of this report) as a Board Advisor to the Washington-based FBI Intelligence 

Analysts Association Inc. (see previously, regarding NAZZARO’s ‘virtual office’). 46 

The Jamestown Foundation was founded in Washington DC in 1984. Both the Central Intelligence Agency 

(CIA) and US State Department gave official US Government backing to its creation. The primary purpose 

of that organization was (at that time) to serve as an intelligence gathering and a propaganda asset for 

NATO and the USA – with the primary target being the (then) Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact countries.  

After the fall of the Communist Bloc (1991) the role of the Jamestown Foundation significantly changed. 

Whilst still concentrating on the countries of Eastern Europe/Eurasia, the emphasis became the use of its 

intelligence gathering and propaganda abilities to aid the expansion of NATO into that region. 47  

In late 2015, a little under two years after the NAZZAROs had moved to Washington DC area, the Digital 

                                                
45 ‘Frontline Ukraine – Crisis in The Borderlands’, by Richard Sakwa, I. B. Taurus, London, 2015, page 286 
46 Dr. Bruce HOFFMAN was made a board member of TJF in December 2008. 
47  Notably, attendees at a highly significant, NATO-organized conference in Riga (Latvia) in 2006 reportedly included Mr. 
Vladimir SOCOR – a senior fellow of TJF. The obvious purpose of the conference was to plan for the future destabilization of states 
bordering Russia (i.e. the CIS members, and especially the key member, Belarus) and for a further expansion of the NATO alliance 
(and, in particular, to incorporate both the Ukraine and Georgia into NATO).Source: Michel Chossudovsky, Global Research, 
November 26, 2006 www.globalresearch.ca/index.php?context=viewArticle&code=CHO20061126&articleId=3975 
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Forensics Research Laboratory (DFRLab) was set up in the Atlantic Council offices at 1030 Fifteenth – just 

two blocks from Rinaldo NAZZARO’s new ‘virtual office’ on K Street. 48 

In August 2016 the highly secretive, New York based, anti-Russia organization PROPORNOT was formed. 

This is of particular interest given that it is known that the founder of the neo-fascist, neo-Nazi groups 

National Action and IronMarch.org – a UK-based individual named as Benjamin RAYMOND – was a 

follower of the outputs (especially on Twitter) of PROPORNOT. Notably, in his various online (Internet) 

comments, Benjamin RAYMOND cited the output of PROPORNOT on numerous occasions.  

In that regard it is considered to be highly significant that, in January 2020, Benjamin RAYMOND posted 

the following observation: “MD [Misanthropic Division] was a legendary wotan jugend inspired short lived 

Azov Battalion fanclub for instagram Nazis and trolling Putin shills. Dissolved in 2016 before the joke 

became too tired.”  49 RAYMOND was merely parroting the Washington DC narrative. 

The UK Government never prosecuted Benjamin RAYMOND despite his lead role in the creation and 

operation of the above extremist far-right groups (Nation Action was banned by the UK Government in 

December 2016, as a ‘proscribed group’ involved in promulgating white-supremacism, extreme anti-

Semitism, neo-fascist and neo-Nazi ideology, and engaging in intentionally provocative ‘activism’).  

In October 2016 NAZZARO’s OSI advertised one of its main products of ‘‘WATCHTOWER’ in the following 

way: “Watchtower is analytical software for law enforcement and military operations. It offers intuitive data 

visualizations whereby information can be easily understood and quickly acted on. Watchtower allows for 

automated sharing and fusion of information from multiple sources within an enterprise and between 

separate organizations. …. Raw structured and unstructured data about people, and things are 

automatically parsed and recombined in a coherent manner, transforming information into knowledge. … 

Watchtower was specifically developed with intelligence units and task forces in mind but can be further 

customized to fit other law enforcement and military users.” 50  

This appears to have formed the basis of OSI’s presence within the global intelligence/security industry. 

And it appears to have been remarkably similar to the analytical tools being developed and used by such 

US agencies as the JUIAF and NGIA (such as, for example, by the network analytical tool PALANTIR). 

Companies such as OSI have either: (1) provided and supported the use of this type of network analysis 

tool; or (2) conducted the work themselves, on behalf of the client. And, of course, the client can be both 

State agencies, and also private (non-governmental) organizations or individuals. 

It was sometime in circa 2017 that the US National Security Agency (NSA), together with the US Cyber 

Command, created a joint cyber-warfare operation, designated as the Russia Small Group (RSG). A part 

                                                
48 However the Digital Forensic Laboratory was not publically launched until the publication of its Twitter account, @DFRLab on 
the 18th April 2016 
49 See: www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/docs/bad_actors_2.pdf 
50 From archived copy of www.osihq.com/information_management.html - archived copy for the 28th October 2016 
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of the remit of the RSG was reportedly to be “the release of malware into adversaries’ networks”. 51 This 

presumably referred (primarily) to important and vulnerable civic infrastructure targets, within the main 

population centres of Russia. 52 

RSG works in close collaboration with the cyber-warfare activities of the other ‘Five Eyes’ nations (i.e. in 

addition to the USA, this being: UK, Canada, Australia and New Zealand). 

This is consistent with the information leaked by the whistle-blower Edward SNOWDEN – that the USA 

had embedded malware into the civil utilities networks of almost all countries around the World. 

In late November 2018 VICE finally identified Norman Spear as being the founder and leader of THE 

BASE – referring to his being featured in a TRR podcast promoting THE BASE in which he purportedly 

described his intentions (including that of recruiting young people into that organization). 53 54  

Most significantly, that VICE article featured two very clear pictures of Norman Spear. Those pictures 

provided clear visual/audio cues (of, in particular, his facial features) that will have provided for the easy 

recognition by any friends or acquaintances of Rinaldo NAZZARO (living and/or working within the 

Georgetown district of Washington DC) of Norman Spear and NAZZARO being one and the same person. 

One of the pictures was taken from a 1 hour 45 minute video interview of Rinaldo NAZZARO (then 

identified only as Norman SPEAR) that had been posted on-line, at about that time (i.e. Autumn 2018). 55 

In that video Rinaldo NAZZARO primarily talks about the effectiveness (or not) of ‘lone wolf’ terrorism. 

However he also makes some remarks concerning both historical and contemporary events. For example, 

he expresses his support for 1930s German national socialism (Nazism) and Italian fascism – whilst also 

lamenting the fact that there were no provisions within those regimes for removing Hitler, prior to WW2. In 

terms of contemporary events, he proposes that a ‘white separatist’ movement in North America could 

benefit from techniques of subversive infiltration of State institutions and agencies, as supposedly 

exercised by Freemasons – whilst also lamenting that “the Zionist Freemasons” would never allow such a 

white separatist movement to flourish within North America (or, indeed, within Europe). 

One of the few specific recommendations NAZZARO made (in the course of that video interview) was that 

‘white separatists’ should read the 2014 manifesto of the North West Front. 

Reports were later to appear mainstream media claiming that (at that time) that either: (1) Rinaldo 

NAZZARO had moved to New Jersey, and that his wife had gone to Russia; or (2) the whole family 

(Rinaldo, his wife, and their children) had moved to Russia. It actually appears that, following that move (or 

                                                
51 ‘Cybercom Media Roundtable’, www.cybercom.mil, 7th May 2019 
52 ‘U.S. Escalates Online Attack on Russia’s Power Grid’, Daniel E Sanger and Nicole Perloth, New York Times, 15th June 2019 
53 ‘Neo-Nazi Are Organising Secretive Paramilitary Training Across America’, by Ben Makuch and Mack Lamoureux, VICE, 21st 
November 2018 
54 It is claimed that THE BASE was ‘founded’ in July 2018 
55 However the makers of that video claim that it had been first published on-line (presumably YouTube) in early April 2018. 
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in the immediate preparations for that move) Rinaldo NAZZARO had arranged for his parent’s addresses 

in North Bergen, New Jersey and Naples, Florida, to be used as mail-forwarding addresses.  

The evidence is that by sometime in 2018 the NAZZAROs had, in fact, established a settled family life 

within the Russian city of St. Petersburg. 

The lead interviewer of Norman Spear / Rinaldo NAZZARO, in the BitChute video, has been identified as 

an advocate for the Misanthropic Division – a group active in Europe, with the particular purpose of 

recruiting young men into the AZOV Battalion. The Misanthropic Division was founded by a Belarussian 

citizen, Dmitry PAVLOV in 2013. It is reported that the Misanthropic Division played a major part in the 

‘regime change’ Euromaiden riots in 2014, and of having the purpose of promoting chaos within the 

Russian Federation (of ethno-states) by: “disparagment of Caucasian and Asian national (ethnic) groups, 

incitement of hatred and enmity to Jews, Negroid races, Muslims”. 56  

Given the comments made by Benjamin RAYMOND of National Action / IronMan.org (regarding the 

purpose of the Misanthropic Division – see previously) this is seen to be especially revealing. 

The Misanthropic Division and the AZOV Battalion have both been banned in Russia. 57 

This, of course, begs the question: why would NAZZARO risk arrest (and imprisonment in Russia) by 

agreeing to be interviewed by a person closely connected to the Misanthropic Division? The most rational 

answer would seem to be that NAZZARO was, in fact, working with the Russian security and anti-terrorism 

police, for the purpose of closing down those US-inspired groups (such as the Misanthropic Division and 

the AZOV Battalion) then operating within the Russian Federation.  

All of these actions need to be seen in relation to the increasing threats of US cyber attacks on Russian 

civic infrastructure network targets – of (especially) the following: utilities (electricity generation and 

distribution, water collection and distribution, gas extraction and supply distribution – including networked 

supplies to neighbouring countries); emergency services (ambulance, fire fighting, police); electronic 

communications (Internet services, phone services, TV and radio broadcast services); and general public 

services support (postal, social services, air/rail/road/sea transport, et cetera).  58 

It appears that in June 2019 Rinaldo NAZZARO was an attendee at the Integrated Safety and Security 

Exhibition in Moscow (assuming, of course, that that report is genuine and accurate). 59 Given the threats 

from the USA, and Rinaldo NAZZARO’s area of expertise, it is highly likely that NAZZARO’s particpation 

was in regard to providing for the organizing of an effecive defence against such threats (see above).  

In the August 2019 edition of the Georgetown Security Studies Review a short article, by Joseph 

STABILE, titled ‘Pursuit of an Ethnostate: Political Culture and Violence in the Pacific Northwest’, was 

                                                
56 ‘Leaders and members of units of Misanthropic Division extremist organization banned in Russia jailed’, en.sledcom.ru, 20th June 
2017 
57 ‘Russia Launches Criminal Case Against Belarussian Nationalist’, The Moscow Times, 12th July 2016 
58 ‘U.S. Escalates Online Attack on Russia’s Power Grid’, Daniel E Sanger and Nicole Perloth, New York Times, 15th June 2019 
59 Source: www.isse-russia.ru 
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published. 60  Most inexplicably, despite the subject matter, no mention was made, whatsoever, of THE 

BASE, or of Norman SPEAR / Roman Wolf. This was despite that organization (and that individual) being 

widely seen as being at the heart of that particular socio-political phenomena and having promoted the 

North West Front and its manifesto, at that particular time (from late 2018 onwards) – and that STABILE 

had also emphasized the importance of the North West Front (and its 2014 manifesto) in the emergence 

and growth of a ‘white separatist / supremacist’ movement across North America (USA and Canada). 

Which, obviously, begs the question – why the absence of comment regarding The BASE and Norman 

Stone / Roman Wolf? What was the problem (for STABILE or for Georgetown CSS) in that regard? 

At the end of that same month, the Coalition For A safer Web (CSW) organization was formed, and was 

also operated from central Washington DC (see later, regarding the CSW’s call to the US Congress for 

sanctions against Russia, for supposedly giving Rinaldo NAZZARO ‘safe haven’).  

Therefore we required to believe that over the two-year period, from November 2018 to early 2020 

Norman Spear, was never recognized as being Rinaldo NAZZARO – and especially not by anyone at The 

Center for Security Services (CSS) at Georgetown University – despite the particular interest the CSS had 

in the supposed emergence of a ‘white supremacist’, anti-Semitic, racist, neo-Nazi terrorist sub-culture 

within the USA. Nor, we are required to believe, was he ever recognized by any of the staff of the 

intelligence/surveillance/influence groups, active within the ‘K Street’ area of Washington.  

This also beggars belief. 

At the end of January 2020 the Guardian newspaper published an article, publically identifying Norman 

SPEAR (as the founder of THE BASE) as purportedly being Rinaldo NAZZARO. That identification was 

made on the basis of the claimed discovery of a paper trail of legal documents relating to the purchase of 

land in Washington State (in the Pacific North West), and which had been finalized on the 21st December 

2018. That transaction appears to have been executed through a legally authorized proxy. 61  

A week later a report was published by Georgetown University Center for Security Studies, titled 

‘Confronting Russia’s Role in Transnational White Supremacist Extremism’. 62  That report is highly 

problematic for two fundamental reasons: (1) the attribution “white supremacist” is a US-manufactured 

hate epithet specifically created for use against persons of European heritage – it is entirely inappropriate 

(and highly offensive) to use such a term in regard to the contemporary situation within countries that are 

populated almost entirely of native Europeans (such as Russia, and Easter European countries): and (2) 

although the report repeats the allegation that Rinaldo NAZZARO had founded and was running the hard-

right group from within Russia, it makes no mention of the fact that between 2013 and 2018 NAZZARO, 

together with his young family, had been living and working in Washington DC (including as a resident of 

Georgetown, very close to Georgetown University / CSS) for a period of some 15 months. 

                                                
60 ‘Pursuit of an Ethnostate: Political Culture and Violence in the Pacific Northwest’ by Joseph Stabile, by Joseph Stabile, Volume 
7, Isuue 2, August 2019 
61 ‘Revealed: the true identity of the leader of an American neo-Nazi terror group’, by Jason Wilson, The Guardian, 24 January 2020 
62 ‘Confronting Russia’s Role in Transnational White Supremacist Extremism’, by Elizabeth Arsenault and Joseph Stabile, 
Georgetown University, 6th February 2020 
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Less than two weeks later the Georgetown (University) Security Studies Review published an article titled 

‘The Far-Right and Domestic Terrorism: Legislation’s Day in the Sun?’ 63 Despite giving a detailed report 

on the activities of the far-right THE BASE, over the previous two years, the GSSR managed to do so 

without ever mentioning Rinaldo NAZZARRO by name (despite his having previously been named by the 

BBC, the Guardian, VICE Magazine, and numerous other global news organizations).  

On the 22 March 2020 the Coalition For A safer Web (CSW) published a number of reports in which 

Rinaldo NAZZAROW was very specifically mentioned. This included this, from the CSW: “Ten days ago, 

CSW issued a press release ….. warning that the U.S. citizen Rinaldo Nazzaro – the neo-Nazi leader of 

the most violent and large [sic. largest] group known as The Base – is using his [sic. safe] haven in St. 

Petersburg, Russia with the full knowledge and consent of the Kremlin. It is no surprise that Nazzaro is 

welcome in St. Petersburg – Vladimir Putin’s hometown and a hotbed of Russian white nationalism whose 

city leaders hosted American neo-Nazis in recent years.” 64  

Despite that CWS’s evidence amounted to only selected mainstream media opinion pieces, the CWS went 

on to assert: “The fact that the Russian government is knowingly harboring Rinaldo Nazzaro – the 

purported leader of the virulent neo-Nazi group ‘The Base’ – is Exhibit A. CSW has called on Congress to 

impose more economic sanctions on Russia until Nazzaro is expelled from St. Petersburg.”  

Later in 2020, the CSW bragged of undertaking “ground-breaking” initiatives, including: “RUSSIA & ‘THE 

BASE’: Uncovered the role which the Russian Government is playing to support the operations from St. 

Petersburg of Rinaldo Nazarro – the purported leader of the most violent neo-Nazi terrorist group known 

as ‘The Base’.” 65 66 Details of evidence to support such accusations were not forthcoming from the CSW. 

The best approach (to analyzing the events surrounding NAZZARO, THE BASE et al) is to disregard the 

promulgated mainstream (State / corporatist) narratives (text, audio, video) which can be so very easily 

scripted, fabricated, altered, or issued for the purposes of malevolent (deceitful) influence and control. The 

most productive approach is to concentrate on actual events – and the consequences of those events. 

This particular methodology, therefore, will form the basis of the concluding section of this report. 

Firstly, a review of Rinaldo NAZZARO’s actual, professional and social background is necessary. 

It is beyond doubt that, for many years, Rinaldo NAZZARO was working ‘cheek by jowl’ with the US 

political/military/intelligence establishment. This included, in particular, his Washington DC and 

(subsequently) Virginia/Maryland residency during the OBAMA/BIDEN/CLINTON administration – in the 

‘belly of the beast’. THE BASE therefore eventually emerged out of an extreme (almost manic) anti-

                                                
63 ‘The Far-Right and Domestic Terrorism: Legislation’s Day in the Sun?’ by Maddie Jurden, Georgetown Security Studies Review, 
17th February 2020 
64 ‘The Virus od anti-Semitism Feeds Off The “Jew Flu”’, Coalition for a Safer Web (CSW), 30th March 2020, www.coalitionsw.org 
- 14 page document, references to Rinaldo NAZZARO on pages 2 and 14 
65 ‘Social Media Standards Board – Proposal By The Coalition For A Safer Web’, Coalition For A Safer Web (CSW), August 2020 
66  ‘QANON Conspiriators are Evading Socoal Media Curbs’, Coalition for a Safer Web (CSW), 1st September 2020, 
www.coalitionsw.org - 45 page document, references to Rinaldo NAZZARO on page 37 
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Russian loathing, prevalent from circa 2014 onwards, within the elitist Washington-based political milieu. It 

is for that reason that any proper investigation of THE BASE should focus on that period and on that place.  

In his 20-year career in US military intelligence / Special Forces / the CIA / law enforcement / FBI / and as 

an accredited US defense sub-contractor, Rinaldo NAZZARO will have gained considerable inside 

knowledge of inter-agency infrastructures, policy (politics), strategies, programmes, specific operations, 

operational methods and tactics, technical capabilities (especially), and the identity of staff and 

subcontractors, connected to such matters. It is also beyond doubt that he will have been very familiar with 

the work (and political inclinations) of such organizations as the Georgetown University Center of Security 

Studies (GU/CSS), The Atlantic Council, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and The Jamestown 

Foundation, and (especially) the JUIAF and the NGIA. Indeed, it is entirely possible – given his professed 

‘track record’ that he would have had direct contact with those organizations and personnel, over the 

period 2014 to late 2017. 

Based upon an objective analysis of his actual experiences within that 4-year period, it is most likely that 

by early 2018 (at the latest) Rinaldo NAZZARO had experienced a total life-changing epiphany – and 

hence his decision to permanently leave the USA (breaking family connections), and to move abroad. 

Rinaldo NAZZARO, his wife Lyudmila, and their young daughters are now all living together in their new 

family home in Russia (and almost certainly in the city of Saint Petersburg). Based on the historical facts 

outlined within this article, I conclude that one of the principal reason the NAZZAROs moved to Russia 

was their extensive knowledge of the covert activities by US State agencies and US-run corporate entities 

in fomenting extreme social chaos Europe as a pathway to a US-directed ‘Future Europe’ – and of the 

plans to destabilize and destroy Russia (his wife’s ancestral homeland) and the Russian peoples’ way of 

life (irrevocably). 

Given the supposed ‘far right’ baggage now attached to NAZZARO, the obvious question has to be – why 

has the Russian Government not returned NAZZARO to the USA? This conundrum is especially 

interesting, given the Russian Government’s crackdown on far-right, neo-Nazi gangs operating within 

Russian territories (i.e. the AZOV Battalion, the Misanthropic Division). 

The answer is rather obvious. There is a keenness within the Russian political establishment to foster the 

narrative that the USA is riven with violent inter-racial hatred. This mirrors the same narrative being 

promulgated within the USA by the (Washington-based) political elite (including such groups as the ADL 

and the SPLC). The difference being, of course, that Russia is very active in confronting efforts by that US 

political elite in exporting that same narrative (through the use of bogus ‘proxy groups’) into Russia, and 

into other European countries on Russia’s borders (i.e. Ukraine, Belarus, Georgia, et al) – hence (for 

example) the TV documentary on NAZZARO by Russia24, in October 2020. 

However, perhaps more importantly, there is NAZZARO’s very extensive knowledge of the US 

political/defence/intelligence organizations, networks and ‘persons of influence and control’, prevalent 

within Washington DC and Virginia, over the last 20 years (and, especially, during the 

OBAMA/BIDEN/CLINTON Administration from. 2008 to 2016). In addition to that factual knowledge, 

Rinaldo NAZZARO will undoubtedly have garnered extensive knowledge of the cyber warfare effort (and 
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present and future capabilities) of the numerous US agencies within the Washington DC area (i.e. Fort 

Belvoir, Fort Meade, JUIF Charlottesville, FBI Quantico, et al). 

NAZZARO will also have had extensive exposure to the Washington DC gossip – to the scandals (real, 

suspected, and imagined). This will therefore have included (in particular) the many and various activities 

by the top echelons of the OMABAMA/BIDEN/CLINTON Administration (in Russia, the Ukraine (most 

especially), and in China). Equally obvious is the fact that the Russian State would want to keep such 

information, and the fact that it had gotten hold of such useful ‘treasure’, to itself. That is just 

commonsense, basic statecraft. 

So, what can be concluded in regard to the broader picture? 

The anti-native ethos exposed within this report is consistent with the ideology pursued by the supremacist 

Washington DC elite – that the brutal displacement and elimination of a settled, native population, by mass 

immigrant, can be justified solely upon a self-serving, bogus moral argument. This has been the situation 

first expounded (by that elite) in the 19th Century, repeated in the first half of the 20th Century (albeit in a 

very different context) – and now, in the 21st Century, it is being viscously imposed upon the native people 

of Europe through the actions of that same elite.  

Over the last 30 years the USA (and most specifically that Washington DC elite) has increasingly become 

an existential threat to the native people of Europe. 

 

END 
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Figure 1 
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Rinaldo NAZZARO:  
(1) National Defense University  / INSS, Washington DC, 1996 
(2) National Defense Council Foundation, Washington DC, 1998 
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Figure 2 

 
Images: Google Maps 

Locations of the local (NYC) OSI HQ (top left); OSI comms intermediary messaging service of phone voicemail, fax, mail/postage (middle 
right); and NAZZARO’s apartment (lower left). 

 

 
Image: Google Maps 

The home of Rinaldo amd Lyudmila NAZZARO, circa late 2013 to late 2017 was located a little over a half-mile from Georgetown 
University (and the GU/CSS). Notably Georgetown University is closely connected to all the major US intelligence services (i.e. CIA, DIA, 
NSA, NGA, DHS and the FBI JTTF) 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
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‘Weaponized’ Information (warfare) 
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Figure 5 
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A nexus of cyber-warfare and propaganda (anti-European-nativism) 
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Figure 6 
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Figure 7 

 
 

 
 

The connection in the Norman Spear (Rinaldo NAZZARO) is to the Misanthropic Division – a group active in Europe 
(especially) with the purpose of recruiting young men into the AZOV Battalion. 
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Figure 8 

 
   

 
 

Moscow infrastructure security exhibition 2019 
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Figure 9 
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Saint Petersburg, The cultural and spiritual capital of the Russian people 
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Figure 10 
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The final consequences of Washington’s ‘Future Europe” extreme ideology  
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END of Report 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

[Note: Original sources are listed as footnotes at the bottom of each page. Endnotes are not used. URL references are not 
hyper-linked in this report. Photos and image scans (including that of documents, et cetera) are included solely in the context of 
(and as appropriate to) the research content of this report, for illustrative and substantiation purposes only.] 

 


